Grants and Contracts  (Only grants and contracts awarded in 2006 are listed. “Funding Received” includes dollars awarded by grantor or contractor and does not reflect additional matching dollars that may have been provided by MSU.)

**Campbell, Charles, A.** “The Economic Impact of the Stennis Space Center.” The National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Date: Spring 2006. Funding Received: $3,000.

**Duett, Edwin.** “Insurance Education Institute for Teachers.” The Insurance Education Foundation. Date: Summer 2006. Funding Received: $45,000.

**Duett, Edwin.** “Insurance Education Institute for Teachers - South Florida.” The Insurance Education Foundation. Date: Summer 2006. Funding Received: $34,000.

**Duett, Edwin.** “Online Insurance Education Institute for Teachers.” The Insurance Education Foundation. Date: Summer 2006. Funding Received: $3,000.

**Duett, Edwin.** “Risk Manager In Residence Program..” The Spencer Foundation. Date: Fall 2006. Funding Received: $2,500.

**Duett, Edwin.** Program Support Grant. Risk and Insurance Management Society - Memphis. Date: Fall 2006. Funding Received: $3,000.


**2006 Total Receipts:** $525,227